
Title: "Unleashing Creativity: Indie Filmmaking, AI, and Emerging Tech"

Description: A group of seasoned filmmakers will share insights into the world of indie
filmmaking. They'll explore how the rapidly evolving landscape and technology plays an integral
role in the filmmaking process. Our panelists will delve into the exciting possibilities that AI and
emerging technologies offer to indie filmmakers. Discover how cutting-edge tools and
techniques can empower you to create exceptional cinematic experiences, even on a shoestring
budget.

Panel: Phil Svitek (@PhilSvitek), Courtney Stewart (@stewartstarlit), Danielle LeFever
(@daniellelefever_), AJ Jolivette (@ajjolivette), AJ Young (@ajyoungdp), @Khaliel Abdelrahim
(@khalielabooboo)

Last year’s discussion How to Produce a Low Budget Indie Film Without Sacrificing Ambition &
Scope (Comic Con LA Panel): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6mIfqmUAq4

1. Overview/Introductions
2. Guiding Principles

a. Robert Rodriguez:   “If you’re just creative, you’ll always have to rely on technical
people. If you’re creative and technical, you’re unstoppable.”

b. You still have to master fundamentals so study the craft
c. Have a Michel Gondry level of experimentation: praised for its innovative

narrative and practical effects, his filmography reflects a commitment to breaking
conventions, employing DIY techniques, and exploring diverse artistic realms.
Gondry's boundless curiosity and fearless spirit of experimentation make him a
trailblazer in the cinematic world, inspiring a new wave of filmmakers to push
creative boundaries.

d. The essence of filmmaking lies in storytelling, and every technological tool
employed should serve as a means to enhance and amplify the narrative vision.
While the allure of cutting-edge equipment is undeniable, it is crucial for
filmmakers to prioritize the story above all else. Rather than getting lost in the sea
of available tools, the focus should always be on how these technologies can
elevate the storytelling experience. Creativity should drive the utilization of
technology, ensuring that each piece of equipment or software serves a purpose
in bringing the narrative to life. Moreover, the marriage of creativity and
technology can prove invaluable in addressing budget constraints. Filmmakers
can leverage their inventive prowess to find innovative solutions, utilizing
technology not just for its own sake, but as a strategic resource to overcome
financial limitations and deliver a compelling cinematic experience.

e. Emerging tech (specifically AI) seems analogous to photography: Initially, when
photography was introduced in the 19th century, it was not widely considered art,
as it was seen as a scientific and technical invention that merely captured reality.
However, over time, movements like Pictorialism and influential photographers
such as Alfred Stieglitz helped shift perceptions. Embracing the unique qualities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6mIfqmUAq4


of the medium, photography evolved into a recognized form of artistic expression.
Today, it is appreciated for its creative vision, technical skill, and conceptual
depth, extending beyond a mere reproduction of reality.

f. The Daniels (Everything Everywhere All At Once) also are an example of modern
day filmmakers that utilize unconventional methods to make their art (such as
using less than 10 VFX artists on their Oscar winning feature film. A lot of their
insights and methods come from playing around with music videos
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMUDVMiITOU). Here’s a quick tutorial to
highlight some editing tricks used on EEAAO:
https://youtu.be/23TfH_xBNyY?si=Rs2BbrhV4cFe7xfT

3. Pre-Production
a. Equipment

i. Cloud-based collaboration for real-time communication
ii. AR for set design

1. Explore AR applications that enable filmmakers to visualize and
plan set designs in the physical space where filming will take place

iii. 360 cameras
1. Capture immersive scout footage of potential filming locations

b. Software
i. Blender
ii. Unreal Engine
iii. 3D Storyboarder: https://storyboarder.com/
iv. https://wonderunit.com/storyboarder/
v. Unity

vi. ShotPro
1. ShotPro is a pre-visualization software that enables filmmakers to

plan shots, create storyboards, and visualize scenes in a 3D
environment. It's particularly useful for mapping out complex
camera movements.

vii. Celtx
1. Celtx is a versatile scriptwriting and pre-production platform that

supports collaboration. It includes tools for scriptwriting,
storyboarding, scheduling, and budgeting.

viii. Frame.io
1. Frame.io is a cloud-based collaboration platform that allows teams

to review and provide feedback on videos, storyboards, and other
pre-production assets. It streamlines the review process and
enhances communication.

ix. Scrivener
1. While commonly used for writing, Scrivener is also valuable for

organizing and structuring scripts during the pre-production phase.
It allows for easy navigation between scenes and sections.

x. Trello

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMUDVMiITOU
https://youtu.be/23TfH_xBNyY?si=Rs2BbrhV4cFe7xfT
https://storyboarder.com/
https://wonderunit.com/storyboarder/


1. Trello is a project management tool that can be adapted for
pre-production planning. It uses boards, lists, and cards to help
teams organize tasks, schedules, and collaborate effectively.

xi. Slate
1. Slate is a digital clapperboard app that can assist with syncing

audio and video during filming. It also includes features for shot
logging and metadata management.

xii. Scriptation
1. Scriptation is a digital script annotation app designed for tablets. It

allows filmmakers to annotate scripts, make notes, and share
changes with the team in real-time.

xiii. Scenios
1. Scenios is a cloud-based platform that facilitates collaboration in

pre-production. It includes features for scriptwriting, scheduling,
budgeting, and document management.

xiv. Houdini
1. Houdini is a powerful 3D animation and visual effects software.

While often associated with post-production, it's increasingly used
in pre-visualization to create complex visualizations of scenes and
effects.

c. AI
i. ChatGPT
ii. MidJourney
iii. Stable Diffusion
iv. Casting Recommendations

1. AI algorithms could analyze character descriptions in scripts and
recommend suitable actors based on factors like previous
performances, demographics, and audience preferences.

v. Location Scouting Assistance
1. AI can assist in analyzing images or video footage of potential

filming locations to provide insights into the visual and logistical
aspects of each location.

vi. Budgeting and Scheduling Optimization
1. AI could be employed to optimize budgeting and scheduling by

analyzing historical data and industry trends. This could help
filmmakers make informed decisions about resource allocation.

4. Production
a. Equipment

i. LED volume (like Star Wars TV shows)
1. And how to do it on a budget

ii. Photogrammetry cameras
iii. Drones and aerial photography (ex: Michael Bay’s Ambulance)
iv. Self recording lavs (ex: Zoom F2)
v. Gimbals



1. DJI Ronin 4D
a. The DJI Ronin 4D is a versatile gimbal system designed

for professional filmmakers. It features a 4-axis
stabilization system and an integrated 4K camera.

2. Zhiyun Crane 3S
a. The Zhiyun Crane 3S is a powerful three-axis gimbal

stabilizer designed for heavy camera setups. It offers
smooth and stabilized footage for dynamic shots.

vi. 4k+ cameras
1. Blackmagic URSA Mini Pro 12K
2. DJI Pocket
3. ARRI Alexa Mini LF
4. Kinefinity MAVO LF

vii. Monitors
1. SmallHD Cine 7 Monitor

a. The SmallHD Cine 7 is a high-brightness monitor designed
for on-set monitoring with features like 4K HDMI and SDI
inputs, customizable 3D LUTs, and touchscreen
functionality.

2. Teradek Bolt 4K MAX
a. For wireless video transmission, the Teradek Bolt 4K MAX

provides high-quality, zero-delay video up to 4K resolution.
It's a valuable tool for remote monitoring on set.

viii. Lighting
1. Litepanels Gemini 1x1 Hard RGBWW LED Panel

a. This LED panel provides versatile lighting options with its
RGBWW color control and precision lighting adjustments,
making it a valuable tool for cinematographers.

2. Aputure AL-M9 Amaran Mini LED Light
a. A compact and portable LED light, the Aputure AL-M9 is

useful for adding fill light in various shooting conditions.
ix. Cinefade VariND System

1. The Cinefade VariND System allows cinematographers to change
depth of field while maintaining a constant exposure, providing
creative control over focus and background separation during a
shot.

b. Software
i. Unreal Engine
ii. Motion-capture (ex: James Cameron’s Avatar)
iii. Apps for your phone (light meter, viewfinder, etc)
iv. Dragonframe

1. Dragonframe is stop-motion animation software used for capturing
and editing stop-motion sequences. It's a valuable tool for
filmmakers incorporating animation into their projects.



v. Helios Pro
1. Helios Pro is a cloud-based application that streamlines script

breakdowns, scheduling, and production management. It
enhances collaboration among the production team.

vi. Red Giant Complete Suite
1. Red Giant offers a suite of plugins and software tools for

filmmakers, including color correction, visual effects, syncingand
motion graphics. It's compatible with various editing and
compositing software.

vii. Scrivener
1. While commonly used for writing, Scrivener is also useful for

organizing scripts and related documents during the production
phase. It facilitates easy navigation and structuring of project
materials.

viii. Setellite
1. Setellite is a cloud-based tool that assists in managing and

coordinating the various aspects of film production, including
schedules, budgeting, and communication among the crew.

ix. FiLMiC Pro
1. FiLMiC Pro is a mobile app that provides advanced manual

controls for video recording on smartphones. It allows filmmakers
to capture high-quality footage using mobile devices.

c. AI
i. Stable Diffusion, specifically ControlNet
ii. AI-Enhanced Cinematography

1. Some AI systems are being developed to assist cinematographers
in framing shots and optimizing camera movements. These tools
analyze scenes and provide suggestions for camera placement
and movement.

iii. Virtual Production with AI
1. Virtual production is evolving with AI applications. AI-driven

characters or elements in virtual environments can interact
dynamically with live-action scenes, enhancing the integration of
real and virtual elements.

iv. AI-Generated Backgrounds
1. AI algorithms can generate realistic and dynamic backgrounds for

green screen or virtual production setups. This can be particularly
useful for creating diverse and complex environments.

v. AI-Driven Animation Assistance
1. In animation production, AI can assist in automating certain

aspects of the animation process, such as character movement
and facial expressions, reducing manual labor and production
time.

vi. AI-Based Production Management



1. AI tools are being developed to assist in optimizing production
workflows, managing schedules, and allocating resources more
efficiently, helping filmmakers address budget and time
constraints.

vii. AI-Enhanced Color Grading
1. AI algorithms can analyze scenes and assist in automating color

grading processes, providing filmmakers with efficient and
consistent color correction options during production.

5. Post-Production
a. Equipment

i. NVIDIA RTX GPUs for Real-Time Rendering
1. High-performance GPUs like NVIDIA's RTX series are

increasingly used for real-time rendering and accelerated
workflows in post-production, especially for tasks like video editing
and visual effects.

ii. Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve Speed Editor
1. Designed to work seamlessly with DaVinci Resolve software, the

Speed Editor is a hardware control panel that enhances the
editing experience, providing tactile control over the editing
process.

iii. Apple Mac Pro with M1 Pro or M1 Max Chip
1. Apple's latest Mac Pro models, featuring the M1 Pro or M1 Max

chip, provide significant processing power for demanding
post-production tasks such as video editing, color grading, and
rendering.

iv. Wacom Cintiq Pro 32
1. This large-format pen display is ideal for digital artists and video

editors, offering a high-resolution screen with precise pen input for
detailed work in applications like Adobe Premiere Pro and After
Effects.

v. Avid S1 and S4 Control Surfaces
1. Avid's S1 and S4 are compact control surfaces designed for audio

post-production. They provide tactile control over mixing and
editing in Avid Pro Tools and other digital audio workstations.

vi. HP DreamColor Z27x G3 Studio Display
1. A high-quality color-accurate monitor like the HP DreamColor

Z27x G3 is crucial for color grading and finishing in
post-production. It supports a wide color gamut and precise color
calibration.

vii. Dolby Atmos Production Suite
1. For immersive audio post-production, the Dolby Atmos Production

Suite allows filmmakers to create spatial audio experiences. It's
compatible with major digital audio workstations.

viii. RØDE VideoMic NTG



1. Quality audio is essential in post-production, and the RØDE
VideoMic NTG is a versatile shotgun microphone suitable for
recording high-quality audio during production and for ADR
sessions in post.

b. Software
i. Blender
ii. Adobe Suite (After Effects/Premiere/Photoshop)

1. Transcribe videos
2. Captions
3. Auto cut
4. Improved roto brush
5. Generative fill

iii. Descript
iv. Waves.com

1. Create with total freedom: The world's largest catalog of
industry-leading plugins, plus powerful AI mixing tools—all at your
fingertips

2. Clarity VX is especially fantastic for vocal clean up
v. DaVinci Resolve

1. Used to be more for color correction but now editors are starting to
swear by it

vi. Subtitle Edit Pro
vii. Endcrawl
viii. Avid Pro Tools

1. Avid Pro Tools remains a leading digital audio workstation for
professional audio post-production.

ix. Autodesk Flame
1. Autodesk Flame is a high-end visual effects and finishing

software. The 2023 version includes updates for color grading,
VFX, and real-time creative workflows.

x. Foundry Nuke 13
1. Nuke is a node-based compositing software used in high-end

visual effects. The latest version, Nuke 13, includes improvements
in performance, collaboration, and 3D workflows.

xi. Red Giant Universe
1. Red Giant Universe is a collection of plugins for various

post-production tasks. The 4.0 version introduces new tools for
video transitions, text generation, and stylization.

xii. Frame.io
1. Frame.io is a cloud-based collaboration platform that streamlines

the review and approval process in post-production. It allows for
real-time collaboration and feedback.

xiii. iZotope RX 9



1. iZotope RX is renowned for audio repair and restoration. The RX 9
version includes advanced tools for audio post-production, such
as dialogue editing and spectral processing.

xiv. Mocha Pro
1. Mocha Pro is a planar tracking and visual effects software with

enhanced planar tracking, object removal, and rotoscoping
capabilities.

xv. Cinema 4D S24
1. While commonly associated with 3D animation and modeling,

Cinema 4D is increasingly used in post-production for motion
graphics and visual effects. The S24 version includes workflow
improvements and performance enhancements.

c. AI
i. Boomy

1. Create original songs in seconds, even if you've never made
music before

ii. Stable Diffusion
1. Text-to-image diffusion model

iii. Pika Labs
1. An idea-to-video platform that brings your creativity to motion

iv. Automated Closed Captioning
1. AI algorithms can generate automated closed captions for videos,

improving accessibility and saving time compared to manual
captioning efforts.

v. Up-Scaling and Restoration
1. AI-driven up-scaling and restoration tools can enhance the quality

of lower-resolution footage, making it suitable for high-definition
displays. These tools utilize machine learning to predict and fill in
missing details.

vi. Automated Metadata Tagging
1. AI algorithms can analyze video content and automatically

generate metadata tags, making it easier to search and categorize
footage in post-production workflows.

vii. AI-Enhanced Compression Algorithms
1. AI-driven compression algorithms aim to maintain high-quality

video while reducing file sizes, optimizing storage and streaming
efficiency in post-production and distribution.

6. Distribution
a. NFTs

i. https://zipmex.com/learn/what-are-nfts/
ii. https://flair.finance/
iii. https://metamask.io/
iv. https://opensea.io/

b. Blockchain



c. Community
i. Discord
ii. Twitter/X

d. Shopify
e. Self distribution through Vimeo/Amazon/Apple

i. Aggregators streamline the distribution process by providing a single point
of access to multiple platforms. Instead of dealing with each platform
individually, filmmakers can work with an aggregator to distribute their
content across various channels.

1. Filmhub
a. Filmhub is a distribution platform that connects filmmakers

with global streaming services. It allows filmmakers to
submit their films and offers automated distribution to
various streaming platforms.

2. Quiver Digital
a. Quiver Digital provides a self-service platform for

filmmakers to distribute their films to major online retailers
such as iTunes, Google Play, and Amazon. It offers tools
for encoding, packaging, and delivering content.

3. Distribber
a. Distribber is a digital distribution service that helps

filmmakers get their films onto major platforms like iTunes,
Google Play, and Amazon. It operates on a one-time flat
fee model, allowing filmmakers to retain revenue from
sales.

f. Shift72
i. Shift72 is a platform that enables filmmakers to create their own branded

video streaming service. It provides tools for secure content delivery and
monetization.

g. Web Hosting
i. WPEngine
ii. WordPress
iii. Squarespace
iv. Codeable
v. ThemeForest

h. Cinando
i. An online platform and professional network that serves the film industry.

It provides a comprehensive suite of tools and services designed for film
professionals, including producers, sales agents, distributors, and festival
organizers. Cinando is a service of the Marché du Film, the film market
that runs alongside the Cannes Film Festival.

i. WCPM (Worldwide Content Platform Management)



i. WCPM is a platform that offers end-to-end distribution services, including
encoding, delivery, and reporting. It connects filmmakers with a wide
range of digital platforms globally.

j. CineSend
i. CineSend is a secure digital distribution platform that allows filmmakers to

share screeners, promotional materials, and digital content with
distributors, festivals, and press securely.

k. Eventive
i. Eventive is a platform that offers tools for virtual cinema screenings, film

festivals, and hybrid events. It provides a comprehensive solution for film
exhibition and distribution.

7. Resources
a. Books:

i. Genius Makers: : The Mavericks Who Brought AI to Google, Facebook,
and the World by Cade Metz

ii. The Worlds I See: : Curiosity, Exploration, and Discovery at the Dawn of
AI by Fei-Fei Li

iii. Rebel Without a Crew by Robert Rodriguez
b. Podcasts:

i. Team Deakins
ii. Just Shooting It

c. YouTube channels:
i. Cinecom
ii. Film Riot
iii. Every Frame a Painting
iv. Filmmaker IQ
v. First Ten Minutes

vi. Art of the Film Score
vii. CineFix
viii. Lessons from the Screenplay
ix. Film Courage

d. Websites:
i. Futurepedia.io
ii. StudioDaily

e. Magazines:
i. American Cinematographer
ii. Film Comment
iii. Filmmaker Magazine
iv. MovieMaker
v. Screen International

vi. Sight & Sound
8. Legal/Cautions

a. SAG/AI contract debacle
b. Almost need a lawyer just for yourself


